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When people try to analyze the European situation, they always do so from a
sociological or some other scope of thinking. Exactly as indicated by the things
that they already 'know', 'expect', or 'consider normal. All of which are created
from the same minority that guides their thinking. It takes heretics and the
children of the Devil to again, say anything, and shine some forbidden light on
the REAL "WHY" of this situation.

As for the 'normals', in desperation they live. They listen to some jew on
"Youtube" to "Explain" it to them, even though it’s their tribe that is raping Europe
right now. Misdirecting them all day, living in pipedreams, these people have no
clue as to why this situation is going where it does. Rape after rape, and murder
after murder, betrayal after betrayal, and cover up after cover up; Europe
continues to perish every day.

What the jews and their lackeys are doing is just trying to win time for
themselves. The same thing also does the media: WIN TIME. When enough of
this Islamic mob is in, when enough time will have been wasted, off will go the
hand of the jewish signal, and in war the armed Islamic mob will go. It’s that
simple.

The "Comfort zone" of death and the imaginary death it brings, is too scary
anymore. Even more than real death. So deeply have the jewish psy-ops platted
themselves in the mind of Europe.

This can only go that far to explain all this unnatural, drugged out, pacifistic and
masochistic behavior in Europe at this point. Why?

Only Satan has stated the TRUTH about this, and only SATAN cares about
Europe, or the world at large.

See around you why Europe is in the mess it is in. Simply put, because of
"Christianity", it’s slave morality, and massive magick of the jews, and all the
norms they push. That's it, here is your so-called "Answer". The core answer
is revealed. The leftovers of christianity do breed all the rest of the problems.
This works to the point of "DISCOMFORT". The slave feels UNCOMFORTABLE
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to judge, or even think against its imposed slaver morality and 'religion', imposed
on it by force.

The jews have done the same thing to christian and muslim Africans. "If you don't
accept the tenets of your slaver, then you are not a slave! This is the moral thing
to do! You should be ashamed if you don't, Goyim."

All the beings of jews, and those who push their agenda, obviously or less
obviously, they make eternal turns around themselves. "This mediocre solution
will solve it!", "Wait for Trump!", "Jehova Save Us!", "Await a Chosen Rabbi!", "Do
you think this jewish philosopher can help us solve it? He has some sociological
explanation! We just suck from birth!"

With "Christianity", you are not allowed to kill even if you are to be slaughtered,
"God is ONE", "Allah and Jesus are One", "You must Obey the Government", you
must "Help the Weak and the exploitive without asking questions", or for a better
term, those who the jews tell you are the 'weak'.

The Weak are the strong, and the strong are the weak, today. Europeans are
RULERS of their OWN countries, and somehow, this total jewish inversion of
values, supports that the invaders, rats, and freeloaders are the 'KINGS' of their
country.

Christianity tells you to screw your nation, screw everything: you are a citizen of
the global empire of 'god'. Christianity doesn't care about borders, and of course,
its communist teaching, even if christianity dies off, always remains.

Getting into the occult waters, one can see how christianity, the jews, and all the
mass propaganda do work in a 'magickal' way, as if it was 'god's plan' to destroy
Europe. Of course, Europeans demoralized try to run back to a rabbi called
"Jesus", the rabbi upon whose name their Pagan and Ethnical heritage has been
destroyed.

Little do people see that the all the acceptance of human rot, injustice, and loving
your murderers, is taught by this rabbi who hangs upon the cross. The original
teaching of the jew, the original mind trick, later was passed down by its own
tribe, and was mistranslated in pseudo science, made it in politics, and bled itself
everywhere.

At any point when European Races had it good, or at least made an impact on
this world and affirmed themselves, was either under the admitted-by-xians



"Pagan" or "Satanist" Adolf Hitler, or in Rome. Rome was destroyed by the
Flavians who were a jewish owned clique, and of course, Christianity. Christianity
with its loose and slave morality, created all the population to be cattle, and
therefore, defenseless against their culture being destroyed by the culture of
others.

There are, lastly, those who argue that Europe has had Christianity or Christianity
has made the West. Which is a laughable statement for those that know history.
Of course, this hoax has been created by the Vatican church which has rewritten
history, and by jews who are acting like they teach the European "Goyim" about
their so-called "Christian Heritage".

No European person has any "Christian Heritage" any more than an enslaved
person has their religious 'heritage' imposed upon them by their slave masters.
The jews imposed Christianity on the "West" after they flattened the Greek,
Roman, and European Native thought, tenets, religions, and lastly, Europeans.
Europe was as a result plunged into closely two hundred years of consistent
warfare, brother against brother, state against state, until the jews made enough
"Capital" to buy themselves into politics.

When they did, they shortly took control of Europe in full, as an international
entity. This has been going on for around three centuries now, and for three
centuries, Hitler's Miracle aside, Europe has been run by the jews with the
Europeans being only cattle. To the place where the jew was not present, he has
left the seeds of his communism, and his oldest, abrahamic, jewish imposition of
"Christianity".

Lastly, be warned. Only Satan will lift his hand to save Europe, and save these
people from extinction. Look around Europe: all these stoned, lost people going
absolutely nowhere. The falsely 'awake' are nothing but weaklings that will not in
any way act to change anything: they are awaiting some "Savior" like "Rabbi
Jewsus".

Again, only the Children of the Devil will try to save Europe, like they did in the
Renaissance by re-affirming power from the jews, and like they did in the Middle
Ages by fighting the pest of Christianity that has overtaken Europe. The Old
Gods Re-emerged.

The final re-emergence of the Gods will be total, and it will be a death or life
situation. This time, there will be no mercy and no compensation for rats and
imbeciles. If someone is to call themselves European, and if someone believes



they have White Blood in their veins, and if this place is your home, put Race
first, throw Rabbi "Jewsus" in the trash can, and join us to fight with spiritual
warfare against the enemy. At the very timid of senses, become "Pagan", if you
can't call Satan by a scary name. Call him "Daddy" if it fits you, maybe.

However, what is coming is not for those who seek to fit everything in their own
fears. It may be terrifying for those who do not understand or see how history
operates. All this chaos and violence unleashing above Europe, will only result in
a similar reaction.

Spiritual Warfare, Propaganda, and Spiritual Awakening are the first steps that
need to be taken in order to ensure Europe will not become a Sharia Zone, with
Rabbi Jewsus clapping above her corpse. The same goes for America.

As for those who have the slightest thoughts about if this will be successful or
not, just remember, we have had some of the most powerful and the most
formidable empires in human history. There is nothing keeping Europe back from
doing the same within our border again. People need to get their game up, and
stop feeling like a worthless individual. Rather, be part of this, even if others are
not.

"Satanists", "National Socialists", and the rest of the "Evil" forces will again save
Europe and flatten its enemies. But isn't Good and Evil in reverse as well.

Our victory will also mean the liberation of all other humans who have been
under the peril of the (((ones))) who are pushing us down a grave.

Rule ourselves again, or be destroyed. This is the choice of the future.
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